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The government is suspending with immediate effect the payment of compensations to the inmates who won their 

lawsuits, state secretary Pál Völner told MTI. An official resolution has already been prepared in line with Prime Minister 

Viktor Orbán’s Friday announcement, he said. Once the justice ministry has reviewed the regulations around the lawsuits, it 

will inform the government of its findings, probably as early as next week’s cabinet meeting, Völner said. The government 

sees the “prison business” as a conscious abuse of the law, he said, adding that it “defrauds the state, damages public trust 

in the justice system and hurts people’s sense of justice”. 

Völner said most of the cases were handled by lawyers linked to the left-liberal wing and organisations associated with US 

financier George Soros, naming defence attorney György Magyar as an example. He said the gravity of the situation was 

demonstrated by the fact that with 12,000 lawsuits filed so far, the total sum of the compensations the government has 

been ordered to pay has already reached 10 billion forints (EUR 29.8m).

Hungary’s justice ministry will review the regulations around lawsuits filed by prison 
inmates over poor prison conditions in its effort to put an end to the “prison business”, 
a justice ministry official said over the weekend.
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Budapest ghetto liberation commemorated at Dohány Street Synagogue
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MINISTER: HUNGARY 
ECONOMY ‘SET FOR 
ANOTHER STRONG YEAR’

The Hungarian economy is again 

poised for a strong year, Finance 

Minister Mihály Varga said in an 

interview to Saturday’s edition of 

daily Magyar Hírlap. The government 

is preparing to enact a range of 

measures aimed at restructuring the 

economy and promoting investments 

and employment, Varga said. Tax cuts 

are also set to continue, as are the 

measures designed to encourage home 

purchases and renovations. Following 

last year’s roughly 5% GDP growth rate, 

the government expects growth to 

slow this year to around 4%, Varga said.

Though Hungary has one of the 

lowest unemployment rates in the 

European Union, the government aims 

to continue boosting employment, he 

said. “By our calculations, there is still 

room for some 300,000 more people 

on the job market,” Varga said. The 

government also wants to further 

reduce the tax and administrative 

burdens on businesses. “Wages are 

continuing to rise in the private sector 

and public institutions must also keep 

up with this trend.”

Asked about the possible introduction 

of a single-digit personal income tax rate, 

the minister said the government has 

still not ruled it out. However, he said 

expanding an exemption from the PIT 

to include women with three children 

simultaneously to introducing a single-

digit tax rate “would probably be a jump 

too big for the limits of the budget”. The 

government is also preparing to issue 

bonds with longer maturities with a view 

to increasing the number of government 

bonds held by private citizens, he said, 

adding that the aim was to raise total 

retail government securities stock to 

11,000 billion forints (EUR 32.8bn).

BUDAPEST GHETTO 
LIBERATION 
COMMEMORATED 
AT DOHÁNY STREET 
SYNAGOGUE

A commemoration was held in 

Budapest’s Dohány Street Synagogue 

on Sunday to mark the 75th 

anniversary of the liberation of city’s 

ghetto. Róbert Frölich, the synagogue’s 

chief rabbi, said the tragedy of the 

Hungarian Jews did not begin when 

the first trains departed for Auschwitz. 

The persecution of Jews started with 

words, ideologies, writings, with 

changes in the public discourse, 

with thoughts and emotions that 

marked the path towards the setting 

up of the ghetto. It is a mistake to 

believe, he added, that “those in the 

highest places did not know about 

the establishment of the ghetto, that 

they did not take a decision and did 

not agree. Those in Buda Castle were 

aware and approved of it and allowed 

it to happen. This historic responsibility 

cannot be washed off the one-time 

resident of Buda Castle,” the chief rabbi 

said.

Many people ask the question, 

Frölich noted, “don’t you Jews 

exaggerate this remembering the 

Holocaust?” “But is it possible to 

exaggerate remembering the fact that 

they tried to exterminate our fathers 

and grandfathers, that they wanted to 

take away our right to be born … that 

they erased 600,000 Jews just like that 

from the society of this country?” “We 

can’t not remember because we would 

then be condemned to forget, and 

there would be nothing to stop the 

past from happening again,” he said. 

Vince Szalay-Bobrovniczky, state 

secretary of the Prime Minister’s Office, 

said that each generation must think 

about the crimes of the past so that 

“we can understand and pass on the 

painful sacrifice of our ancestors”. He 

said Hungary’s constitution today 

guarantees human dignity and human 

rights equally for everyone.

Yakov Hadas-Handelsman, Israel’s 

ambassador to Hungary, said that 

75 years ago there were 70,000 

persecuted Jews living among the 

walls of the ghetto and more than 

20,000 Jews were hiding in terror 

across the city. For most of these 

people, the arrival of the Red Army 

and the liberation of the ghetto meant 

escaping death, he said.

MINISTER CALLS FOR 
IMPROVING EFFICIENCY 
OF GLOBAL FARM 
PRODUCTION  

The efficiency of agricultural 

production should be improved 

further across the world to ensure 

food supply as the global population 
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is expanding but resources are 

continuously shrinking, Minister of 

Agriculture István Nagy said at the 

Global Forum for Food and Agriculture 

(GFFA) in Berlin over the weekend. 

Speaking at the conference held 

alongside the Internationale Grüne 

Woche, the world’s biggest farm and 

food fair, the minister noted that while 

the world’s population could reach 10 

billion by the middle of this century, 

the area of arable land is shrinking by 

40% and the amount of drinking water 

reserves by 30%. Therefore, improving 

efficiency is of key importance, “that is 

to say, we need to produce more with 

less input,” he said.

Speaking to Hungarian public 

media, Nagy added that Hungary 

was in an “advantageous position” 

as it is able to provide food for more 

than double its population and is “on 

the right track”. This is demonstrated 

by the government’s irrigation and 

afforestation programme, he added.

MEMORY OF HUNGARIANS 
DEPORTED TO SOVIET 
LABOUR CAMPS 
HONOURED

Hungarians have a duty to honour the 

memories of the roughly 100 million 

victims of communist dictatorships 

worldwide, a human resources ministry 

official said in Kismaros, in northern 

Hungary. In a speech after a mass held 

in the village’s Catholic church, state 

secretary Bence Rétvári noted that 

Hungary’s foreign minister has been 

authorised to initiate that the United 

Nations designate an international 

memorial day in tribute to the victims 

of communist dictatorships. Rétvári said 

Péter Szijjártó has already presented 

the draft resolution on the subject to 

Hungary’s V4, European Union and 

NATO partners. The state secretary 

also noted that eight Hungarian and ten 

American representatives have already 

asked the UN Secretary-General in the 

past to designate a memorial day in 

honour of the victims of communism, 

but this has yet to happen.

He noted that hundreds of 

thousands of Hungarian citizens 

were deported to Soviet prison, 

re-education and Gulag camps 

during and after the second world 

war. Between 700,000 and 850,000 

Hungarians were deported in total and 

a quarter of them never made it back 

home. Following the commemoration 

event, participants laid a wreath at the 

commemorative plaque honouring 

the residents of Kismaros who were 

deported to the Soviet Union.

The deportations started in the 

autumn of 1944 and took place 

over a period of several months. 

The first survivors did not return to 

Hungary until nearly a decade later, in 

November 1953.

KARÁCSONY: 
MUNICIPALITY TO REDUCE 
WAITING LISTS FOR CT, 
MRI SCANS

The Budapest municipal council is in 

talks with the government to allocate 

two billion forints (EUR 6.0m) annually 

for eliminating waiting lists for CT and 

MRI scans for patients with suspected 

cancer, Mayor Gergely Karácsony 

said. Karácsony noted that the city 

has already reached an agreement 

with the government in connection 

with Budapest organising the 2023 

track and field world championship, 

allocating 50 billion forints to 

improving health-care services in 

the city over the next 5 years, he 

said. The city is hopeful of obtaining 

additional funding to improve CT and 

MRI services, he said. The city is aiming 

to develop a coordinated health-care 

policy between the districts’ services, 

Karácsony said. 

Gábor Havasi of the Momentum 

party, the municipality’s advisor on 

health-care policy, noted that patients 

currently have to wait 2-3 months for 

scans. With an annual two billion 

forints, that could be reduced to less 

than a week, he said. The city council 

will spend nearly 8 billion forints on 

improving health-care service in the 

districts, Havasi said.

In a statement on Saturday, Balázs 

Fürjes, the state secretary for Budapest 

and metropolitan agglomeration 

development, said the agreements 

the government has reached with 

the municipal council would serve 

the interests of Budapest’s residents. 

In their talks during the week, the two 

sides also discussed waste collection, 

he said. Fürjes said government 

representatives had told the mayor 

that the government intends to 

preserve the uniform nationwide 

waste management system, and 
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that the company in charge of it had 

no outstanding debts to Budapest’s 

public works company FKF. They also 

agreed that if FKF and the company 

in charge of Hungary’s waste 

management had any disagreements 

over the system, they would have 

to discuss them together with the 

government and the municipal 

council, the state secretary said.

SEMJÉN RE-ELECTED 
CHRISTIAN DEMOCRAT 
LEADER

The national board of Hungary’s Christian 

Democratic People’s Party (KDNP) 

re-elected Zsolt Semjén as chairman 

of the party on Saturday. KDNP told 

MTI that delegates from across the 

country had elected Semjén with an 

overwhelming majority for another five 

years as party leader. Semjén has held 

the position since 2003. Bence Rétvári, 

Tamás Schanda, György Hölvényi, Miklós 

Soltész, Tristan Azbej, Gábor Bagdy and 

Hajnalka Juhász were elected deputy 

leaders of KDNP by the delegates. In line 

with party statutes, head of the party’s 

parliamentary group Péter Harrach is also 

a deputy leader, as is Oszkár Seszták, as 

head of the Christian Democratic Self-

Government Council.

LMP: HEALTH CARE IN 
NEED OF EXTRA HUF 300 
BN IN GOVT FUNDING

Hungary’s health-care sector is 

in urgent need of an injection of 

300 billion forints (EUR 890.4m) in 

government spending to cover wage 

rises and the necessary investments, 

the opposition LMP party said over the 

weekend. It is not enough to renovate 

hospital wards as this will not solve the 

sector’s problems, LMP national board 

secretary Máté Kanász-Nagy told a 

press conference, referring to Prime 

Minister Viktor Orbán’s recent remarks 

about the government’s plans to make 

hospital renovations a top priority. 

Kanász-Nagy said it was “unacceptable” 

that patients should have to pay to be 

treated, adding that there were serious 

gaps in the conditions of hospitals 

across the country. He welcomed 

the recent discussions between 

the government and the Budapest 

city council on the need to increase 

spending in the sector and expressed 

hope that health-care services would 

be expanded.

ETHNIC GERMANS 
DEPORTED AFTER WW2 
COMMEMORATED

The wounds inflicted by the crimes of 

the past can only be healed if today’s 

ethnic German community is given 

the help it needs, a government 

official said at a commemoration in 

Mány, in northern Hungary, honouring 

Hungary’s ethnic Germans who were 

expelled from the country after the 

second world war. Speaking at a 

memorial paying tribute to ethnic 

German deportees, state secretary 

for church, minority and civil society 

relations Miklós Soltész said the 

reckless decisions made by the major 

powers after the first world war had led 

to the rise and horrible acts of Soviet 

Bolshevism and German Nazism and 

the death of millions. Following the 

end of WW2, ethnic Germans living 

in the region had to undergo more 

suffering, he said. Between January 

19, 1946 and July 1948 nearly 200,000 

ethnic Germans were driven out of 

Hungary and hundreds of thousands 

more were forced to live in fear for 

decades, Soltész said. He noted that 

in the 1941 census, some 500,000 

Hungarians had said they were of 

German origin, but by 1949 their 

numbers decreased to just 2,600. 

But today the German minority self-

governments are again free to operate 

schools and institutions, the state 

secretary said, adding that there are 

now some 186,000 ethnic Germans 

living in Hungary.

Imre Ritter, the parliamentary 

representative of the German minority, 

said ethnic Germans had waited seven 

decades for a Hungarian politician to 

speak openly about what had actually 

happened at the time. Ritter noted that 

it was Prime Minister Viktor Orbán who 

finally did so on the 70th anniversary 

of the deportations in 2016, “allowing 

those no longer with us to rest in 

peace”.

German government commissioner 

Bernd Fabritius said Hungary’s 

commemoration of the victims of 

its own past injustice demonstrated 

“a serious historical conscience”. He 

said such a practice required “serious 

dignity”, in which Hungary served 

as an example to Europe. Fabritius 
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praised Hungary’s current minority 

policy, pointing out that the number 

of people who identified as ethnic 

German rose from 62,000 in 2001 to 

over 185,000 by 2011.

In 2013 Hungary’s parliament voted 

to declare January 19 the memorial day 

of the deportation of ethnic Germans 

from Hungary, as it was on this day in 

1946 that the deportations began in 

Budaörs.

GOVT TO RAISE WAGES 
FOR GOVERNMENT OFFICE 
WORKERS

The government will spend around 

32 billion forints (EUR 95.3m) to 

raise wages for government office 

workers by at least 10%, but by 

18% on average, and the cafeteria 

system of in-kind benefits will also 

be reinstated in regional public 

administration from April, the 

Prime Minister’s Office said over 

the weekend. The increased wages 

will be paid from April, retroactively 

to January 1, 2020, to office clerks 

and officials of the Budapest and 

county government offices as well 

as regional government offices. The 

differentiated wage increase is justified 

by the fact that there are bigger wage 

tensions in certain counties and the 

capital, therefore, in these regions a 

higher increase is required to ensure 

competitive wages at government 

offices. 

Wages at government offices will 

thus be raised by at least 10%, but 

in regions where the labour market 

situation is tense, the wage increase 

could exceed 35%. 

The Prime Minister’s Office said net 

wages rose by 87% between 2010 

and 2019 -- also taking the family tax 

allowance into account -- thanks to the 

country’s economic performance, and 

the minimum wage has also more than 

doubled since 2010.

GOVT PROPOSES COURSES 
AS COMPENSATION TO 
SEGREGATED CHILDREN 

The government has acknowledged 

the right of Roma children 

earlier segregated in a school in 

Gyöngyöspata, in northern Hungary, 

to compensation, a state secretary at 

the human resources ministry said, but 

added the over 60 children should be 

offered “education, rather than cash”. 

Bence Rétvári insisted that the children 

would benefit more from this form of 

compensation, and it would not harm 

“people’s sense of justice”.

An appellate court in Debrecen, in 

eastern Hungary, recently ruled that 

the municipality of Gyöngyöspata and 

the school authority should pay a total 

of 100 million forints (EUR 300,000) 

to the plaintiffs before January 17. 

Rétvári told the press conference 

“the government seeks to provide 

assistance which could compensate 

for the harms suffered earlier” aimed 

at helping the children to marketable 

skills. The children would benefit from 

“language, IT, and vocational courses” 

as well as from assistance to integrate 

with society and “process the trauma” 

they suffered, he added. The state 

secretary suggested that if the children 

are compensated in cash “they may 

or may not” spend it on educational 

purposes. He insisted that “cash will 

not resolve a social issue but increase 

tension” between Roma and non-

Roma groups. 

Rétvári criticised the foundation 

that represented the children in 

court for “neglecting the educational 

aspects and focusing on money”. The 

foundation, “backed by George Soros”, 

sought “political gains” and aimed at 

“ruining Hungary’s reputation” through 

charges of segregation, he insisted.

TWO-THIRDS OF 
HUNGARIANS CONSIDER 
COMPENSATION FOR 
ROMA CHILDREN UNFAIR

More than two-thirds (69%) of those 

polled in a recent survey by the 

Századvég Foundation said they 

think the compensation payable to 

the Roma families in Gyöngyöspata, 

in northern Hungary, whose children 

were earlier segregated at school is 

unfair and excessive, with just 20% 

taking a different view. Századvég 

said in a statement over the weekend 

that the court ruling, which said the 

local municipality and the school 

authority must pay a total of 100 

million forints (EUR 300,000) to the 

children in question, had attracted a 

great deal of attention. The institute 

added that the procedure initiated by 

an NGO “associated with the American 

speculator George Soros” had become 
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widely known: almost two-thirds of the 

population (64%) had heard of the 

court ruling while 36% had not.

The survey shows that 69% 

of respondents consider the 

compensation amount unfair and 

excessive, 20% said it was justified 

and 11% did not have a view on the 

matter. Among left-wing voters, 47% 

disapproved of the amount, 43% 

consider it justified and 10% had 

no opinion. More than 81% of right-

wing voters and 68% of centre-voters 

also disagreed with the sum of the 

compensation. The share of those 

expressing a different opinion among 

respondents was 7% and 22%, while 

a respective 12 and 10% did not form 

an opinion.

PÉTER FEKETE APPOINTED 
INTERNATIONAL CIRCUS 
AMBASSADOR 

Péter Fekete was awarded the title of 

international ambassador of circus 

arts by the Fédération Mondiale du 

Cirque at the International Circus 

Festival in Monte Carlo on Sunday. 

The state secretary of the Ministry of 

Human Resources received the award 

from Princess Stéphanie of Monaco. 

Following his career in circus arts and 

theatre, Fekete became ministerial 

commissioner for the renewal of circus 

arts and the head of the Capital Circus 

of Budapest in 2015. He has been state 

secretary for culture of the Ministry of 

Human Resources since 2018.

NORWEGIAN ON MURDER 
CHARGE ARRESTED AT 
RÖSZKE BORDER 

Hungarian police have taken into 

custody a Norwegian citizen who is 

wanted by the Norwegian authorities 

for murder, a police spokesperson said. 

The arrest of the 20 year-old took 

place at the Hungary-Serbia border 

motorway crossing as the suspect 

left the country on a bus registered to 

North Macedonia, the spokesperson 

for the Csongrád County police 

headquarters said. The Norwegian 

authorities had issued a European 

arrest warrant for the suspect for 

shooting a man in front of a restaurant 

in Oslo on January 10. The municipal 

court of Budapest announced later that 

a ruling had been passed to extradite 

the suspect to Norway.

FIVE MIGRANTS ATTEMPT 
TO ENTER HUNGARY IN 
RUBBER DINGHY

Five Syrian migrants attempted to 

enter Hungary by sailing up the 

River Tisza in an inflatable dinghy. 

Hungarian police apprehended 

three of them but are still looking 

for two other people in the area, 

a spokeswoman of the Csongrád 

County police department told MTI. 

The rubber dinghy, sailing from the 

Serbian side towards Hungary, was 

spotted by the radar of an army boat 

patrolling the river at 10.30pm on 

Friday. The patrolmen found the 

dinghy stuck in driftwood a few 

metres from the Hungarian side, 

with two men sitting in it. They said 

that three of their companions had 

tried to jump ashore but fell in the 

water. One of them was clinging 

to the driftwood and was rescued 

by the patrolmen but there is a 

search still underway for two other 

migrants.

In 2009, a group of Kosovan 

migrants died trying to cross into 

Hungary by boat on the Tisza.


